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Abstract
Opinion mining is a subfield of data mining and natural language processing that concerns with extracting users’ opinion and attitude
towards products or services from their comments on the Web. Persian opinion mining, in contrast to its counterpart in English, is a
totally new field of study and hence, it has not received the attention it deserves. Existing methods for opinion mining in the Persian
language may be classified into machine learning– and lexicon-based approaches. These methods have been proposed and successfully
used for polarity-detection problem. However, when they should be used for more complex tasks like rating prediction, their results
are not desirable. In this study, first an exhaustive investigation of machine learning– and lexicon-based methods is performed. Then, a
new hybrid method is proposed for rating-prediction problem in the Persian language. Finally, the effect of machine learning compo-
nent, feature-selection method, normalisation method and combination level are investigated. The experimental results on a large data
set containing 16,000 Persian customers’ review show that this proposed system achieves higher performance in comparison to Naı̈ve
Bayes algorithm and a pure lexicon-based method. Moreover, results demonstrate that this proposed method may also be successfully
used for polarity detection.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of social media, customers’ comments have been converted to a valuable source of knowl-

edge. These comments are now emerging for more different types of products than before. For example, digital equip-

ment, sport products, books and cosmetics are from the most reviewed products by customers. Such customers’

comments are beneficial for users to make the purchase decision and for business managers to make business decision

by analysing customers’ feedbacks. Therefore, mining such textual sources is of great importance from different points

of view.

Opinion mining is a subfield of data mining (DM), natural language processing (NLP) and information retrieval (IR)

that aims to extract valuable information from customers comments on the Web [1,2]. Although the unstructured nature

and informal style of writing make opinion mining problems more complicated than other text processing problems, its

vast spectrum of applications has converted opinion mining to a hot research topic [2].

Todays’ opinion mining applications range from social media [3] and electoral campaign [4] monitoring to multimo-

dal [5,6] and group-centric recommender systems [7]. In addition to these applications, predicting wins in sport games

[8], predicting happiness [9] and terrorism detection [10] are among the newer applications of opinion mining.

Regardless of which application is selected, the polarity detection [11,12] and rating prediction [2,13] are two vital

tasks in opinion mining. Categorising an opinionated text into either positive or negative categories is the main goal of
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the former, while assigning a real value to an opinionated text is the purpose of the latter. Most of existing studies for

opinion mining in the Persian language have concentrated on the polarity-detection problem [14,15].

Starting at 2012, Persian opinion mining has a short history [16], and it has not received the attention it deserves. The

Persian language is now spoken by more than a 100 million speakers around the world, mainly in Iran. Persian is used

by 2% of all the websites whose content language is known, and it is now the ninth most widely used language in the

Web [17]. Moreover, as depicted in Figure 1, the growth rate of the Persian language on the Web is much faster than

other main languages. Table 1 compares the usage percentage of 12 most widely used languages of the Web for January

2011 and October 2018. As can be seen in the table, Persian is now the ninth most commonly used language, while in

2011, it was the 14th language after Turkish and Arabic languages which are not among the top-10 languages in 2018.

With regard to the classification method they employ, opinion mining approaches may be classified into machine

learning (ML)- and lexicon-based methods [1,18,19]. For Persian opinion mining, both approaches have been success-

fully used. However, when the training data set is small or when the lexicon is imprecise, the performance might not be

satisfying. In the first case, the small size of the training data set makes the classifier general, so that the performance

degrades when it faces new unseen instances. For resolving the second problem, creating precise lexicons is of great

importance. However, the more precise the lexicon is, the more likely it is that the system becomes over-fitted.

For the Persian language, as will be described in the next section, both ML- and lexicon-based methods are recently

exploited. However, for the first category, the existing works including Shams et al. [16], Bagheri et al. [15] and

Hajmohammadi and Ibrahim [20] are only applicable for polarity-detection problem and suffer from the small size of

the training data set. For the second category, the works by Basiri et al. [19], Golpar-Rabooki et al. [21] and Alimardani

and Aghaei [22] were all designed for polarity detection and were evaluated on small data sets.

In order to address the aforementioned problems, in this study, we first investigate different lexicons and analyse their

strength and shortcoming to create a precise lexicon. Then, we proposed a new hybrid method, HOMPer, which employs

Figure 1. The growth rate of main 12 languages on the Web from 2011 to October 2018 [17].
Each point shows the growth with respect to the starting point of the chart.

Table 1. Trends of the usage of content languages for websites since January 2011 [17].

English German Russian Spanish French Japanese Portuguese Italian Persian Polish Chinese Flemish

January, 2011 57.6% 7.7% 4.1% 3.9% 3.4% 5.0% 1.6% 2.1% 0.6% 1.2% 4.6% 1.2%
October, 2018 53.4% 6.3% 6.0% 4.9% 4.1% 3.6% 2.9% 2.4% 2.0% 1.8% 1.8% 1.3%
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opinionated lexicon terms besides common n-gram features in a ML-based method. This proposed method is distin-

guished from previous Persian opinion mining methods as follows:

• A new hybrid method is proposed in which both lexicon-based and linguistic features are used.

• A large document-level data set is created and used for training the proposed system.

• A new lexicon is created and used in the hybrid method.

• Two feature-selection methods are used in the HOMPer.

• Different combination levels are tested in the process of designing HOMPer.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. A complete review of Persian opinion mining studies is presented in sec-

tion ‘Related work’. The proposed system is introduced in section 3. The experimental setup and results are described in

section 4. Finally, the conclusion and future work are discussed in section 5.

2. Related work

In this section, first a brief overview of multi-lingual opinion mining studies is presented and then, a comprehensive over-

view of Persian opinion mining is given.

2.1. Multi-lingual opinion mining

Research on opinion mining, also known as sentiment analysis, started in early 2000s and most of the reported studies

have addressed the problem for widespread languages such as English, Chinese and Arabic [7,11,23]. Instead of provid-

ing a detailed review of the field, in this section, a review of multi-lingual studies is presented.

In designing multi-lingual opinion mining systems, the following approaches may be followed [24]:

• Translating the unseen test texts into the source language and using a classifier trained on the source language to

classify them.

• Translating the training corpus and building a classifier trained on the translated corpus.

• Translating the lexicon of the target language and building a lexicon-based classifier to use it.

Denecke [25] used the first two of the aforementioned methods for determining polarity of German movie reviews,

and Cieliebak et al. [26] proposed a new corpus for German opinion mining from 10,000 tweets. Ishijima et al. [27] ana-

lysed sentiment towards the Japanese economy, and Miyakawa et al. [28] proposed a quality table–based method for sen-

timent expression and word identification in the Japanese language.

As one the first studies on Arabic opinion mining, Abbasi et al. [29] utilised languages stylistic and syntactic features

to classify movie reviews and Web forum postings. Aldayel and Azmi [30] recommended a hybrid of semantic orienta-

tion and ML techniques to classify Arabic tweets. Similar approaches have been proposed for other languages such as

Turkish [31], Urdu [32] and Chinese [7].

2.2. Persian opinion mining

Shams et al. [16] were the first who reported the study on Persian opinion mining in 2012. Their suggested method was

an unsupervised latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)-based method evaluated on three manually created data sets. They

compared their proposed method with a baseline algorithm and reported a 9% improvement. However, this method was

only applicable for polarity detection, and it did not consider language-related problems of Persian opinion mining.

Later, Bagheri et al. [15] proposed a Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) model for Persian opinion mining. A mutual information-

based feature-selection method was also used in their model, and it was evaluated on a manually gathered collection of

cell-phone reviews. This study only considered the polarity-detection problem and did not address the Persian language

directly, so it suffered from the same limitations as that of Shams et al. [16].

Later on, using support vector machine (SVM) and NB, Hajmohammadi and Ibrahim [20] proposed another ML-based

strategy and compared their models on a data set of online Persian movie reviews. Like previous studies, this study is also

restricted to the polarity-detection problem.

As the first lexicon-based approach, Basiri et al. [19] proposed a framework for Persian opinion mining. This study

was the first Persian opinion mining study, in which some of the Persian text processing difficulties were addressed [19].

Compared with the NB, sequential minimal optimization (SMO) and J48, this lexicon-based method showed a better
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performance in terms of mean absolute error (MAE) and F-score [19]. However, this study was also limited to the

polarity-detection problem.

In order to improve their previously proposed ML-based method, Bagheri [18] investigated different feature-selection

methods to address some Persian text processing difficulties. However, the first limitation of this study was that it only

utilised NB learning algorithm. Another limitation was that although this was a ML-based method, the data set on which

it was evaluated was too small and domain-specific.

Recently, Golpar-Rabooki et al. [21] proposed a feature extraction method for mining Persian reviews. In this study,

after creating a lexicon, some pre-processing steps were performed on the reviews. Then, two different feature extraction

methods were used. Similar to the previous reported research on Persian opinion mining, this study is also limited to the

polarity detection. Moreover, the small size (only 340 reviews) of the data set used for evaluation is another limiting fac-

tor of this study.

More recently, using the combination of Persian SentiWordNet and three ML algorithms, Alimardani and Aghaei [22]

proposed a new method for Persian opinion mining. The first step in this method was creating a Persian SentiWordNet

using the existing English SentiWordNet [33] and Persian WordNet [34]. Then, this Persian SentiWordNet was used to

weight the features. However, this study was also limited to polarity-detection problem.

Basiri and Kabiri [1] proposed a sentence-level sentiment analysis method in Persian, which is considered as the first

sentence-level method for Persian opinion mining. They showed that direct translation of lexical resources is not suffi-

cient for Persian opinion mining [35]. In a more recent study, Asgarian et al. [36] investigated the impact of different fea-

tures on sentiment polarity detection of Persian reviews. They showed that sentiment lexicon quality has a critical role in

the overall quality of sentiment classification. Finally, Basiri and Kabiri [37] improved their previous method by lexicon

refining and emphasised the results of Asgarian et al. that the quality of sentiment lexicon has a great impact on the qual-

ity of both polarity-detection and rating-prediction systems. A summary of most important studies on Persian opinion

mining is shown in Table 2.

The main difference between the existing ML-based studies for Persian opinion mining and this study is that we

exploit lexicon features in the ML-based component while the previous studies mainly rely on the n-gram features.

Another difference is that the proposed method uses a lexicon-based component in which different lexicon terms are

used. The main difference between the existing lexicon-based methods and the proposed method is that existing methods

usually utilise the lexicon to assign the polarity or rating score of a review, while the proposed method uses lexicon

terms as training features for the ML component.

3. Proposed system

The baseline method that is improved in this study is the lexicon-based method for opinion mining in Persian language

recently proposed by Basiri and Kabiri [35]. In order to improve the performance of the baseline method, three types of

solutions are used as follows: addressing language-related problems, utilising the advantages of lexicon-based approaches

and exploiting the benefits of ML-based methods. The details of these steps are shown in Figure 2.

Table 2. Existing studies for Persian opinion mining from 2012 to 2018.

Author Year Sentiment classification method Problem addressed

Shams et al. [16] 2012 Machine learning Polarity detection
Bagheri et al. [15] 2013 Machine learning Polarity detection
Hajmohammadi and Ibrahim [20] 2015 Machine learning Polarity detection
Bagheri [18] 2014 Machine learning Polarity detection
Basiri et al. [19] 2014 Lexicon based Polarity detection
Golpar-Rabooki et al. [21] 2015 Lexicon based Polarity detection
Alimardani and Aghaei [22] 2015 Lexicon based Polarity detection
Basiri and Kabiri [1] 2017 Lexicon based Polarity detection
Amiri et al. [14] 2015 Lexicon based Polarity detection
Asgarian et al. [36] 2018 Machine learning Polarity detection
Basiri and Kabiri [37] 2018 Machine learning + lexicon-based Rating prediction + polarity detection
Basiri and Kabiri [35] 2017 Lexicon based Rating prediction + polarity detection
Dashtipour et al. [38] 2016 Lexicon based Polarity detection
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3.1. Solving language-related problems

The following language-related problems of Persian opinion mining are addressed in this study. Although there are some

available tools for Persian text processing, they are not suitable for solving the problems addressed in this study. Hence,

we implemented the following solutions in Java language.

• Different forms of writing: this problem arises either when imported Arabic letters and sounds are used, or when

some ambiguous Unicode characters exist in the document [19]. As an example of the problem of imported

Arabic letters, the ‘Tanvin’ and ‘Hamza’ characters may be considered [39]. These characters may be written or

ignored in a word containing them. This increases the possible number of ways of writing a word to 48 in some

cases [19]. Module 1 in Figure 2 is used to address this problem as well as two more pre-processing steps: filter-

ing other languages’ words and filtering illegal characters. These filtering steps reduce the final feature space of

the ML component of the proposed system and hence, decrease its computational complexity.

• Spelling correction: In order to correct different spelling errors, module 2 in Figure 2 is used. In this module,

three tasks are performed; correction of repetitive chars (used for emphasis), correction of repeated punctuation,

and consolidation of multi-forms characters. Multi-form characters are those characters, in contrast to Arabic,

that are written interchangeably. For example, the ‘T’ character has two possible forms, while each of the ‘S’

and ‘Z’ have four possible forms of writing. This module affects the quality of the token-matching module of

the lexicon-based component of the proposed system and hence, increases its accuracy.

• Normalisation is necessary, as Persian Web texts frequently contain non-standard spellings resulted from the fact

that Persian Web users tend to write words as they are pronounced in daily conversations [1]. An example of such

informal non-standard spelling was given in Basiri et al. [39]. Although the review in that example is a short text

containing only two sentences, nine informal words exist in the review. This shows the importance of the

Figure 2. The overall view of the proposed system.
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normalisation module in the proposed system. Correcting such informal texts is necessary, since existing lexicons

usually contain formal words.

3.2. Lexicon-based component

In the first module of the lexicon-based component (i.e. Module 4), part-of-speech (POS) tags are used to specify verbs.

These verbs are then used as indicators of sentence boundaries. The rationale behind this choice is that usually each verb

has an independent meaning. In order to find the POS tags, NLPTool is used in this study [40].

The next module in the lexicon-based component is the lexicon pooling component. In order to utilise the benefits of

lexicon-based methods in the proposed system, we analyse and exploit three lexicons for Persian opinion mining. The

first lexicon, National Research Council Canada (CNRC), is the corrected version of National Research Council (NRC)

[41]. CNRC has 2698 terms, while the original size of NRC is 9450. This decrease in the size is obtained by applying

the following three steps on the NRC:

• Pointless words removal: in this step, all non-opinionated words of the Persian language are removed.

• Long phrases removal: in this step, translated long phrases in Persian are removed, as they are never matched

with any phrase in the data set.

• Semantic filtering: in this step, all terms with incorrect labels are corrected.

The second lexicon, SentiStrength [13], has been vastly used for English opinion mining [13,42–44]. The Persian ver-

sion of this lexicon contains 2765 words. The third lexicon, Adjective [19], was created by extracting the adjectives from

about 160,000 short comments in Persian [19]. It has been previously shown that adjectives are one of the most impor-

tant signs of opinion [45,46]. These lexicons are intersected and the maximum scores of common terms are used in the

resulted lexicon.

In the token-matching module, for each sentence, all words are searched against the resulted lexicon of the previous

step. Then, the scores of the matched words are averaged and used as the overall score for the sentence. In the matching

process, partial matching is used instead of full-matching. Partial matching separates the pre-known suffixes from the

main word and the separated word is then looked up in the lexicon. This process is similar to what usually is performed

in a typical stemming phase. The partial matching seems appropriate for languages like Persian, in which numerous suf-

fixes associate with words. This vast use of suffixes decreases the chance of full matching of opinionated words with lex-

icon terms.

The final step in the lexicon-based component of Figure 2 is using the question rule module. This module is used to

filter sentences with the indicative mood. The main reason for applying this filter is that usually interrogative sentences

are not reliable sources on which we can base our decision. For instance, although the sentence ‘Do you think this camera

is a reliable camera?’ contains a positive adjective, ‘reliable’, its writer does not intend to express a positive idea about

that camera, and it is just a question. In order to specify the mood of a sentence, we consider punctuation as a reliable

sign.

3.3. ML component

In this component, a feature-level combination of ML and lexicon-based method is used. Specifically, in the feature-

extraction module, bigrams are extracted from the data set and combined with the lexicon terms obtained from the

lexicon-based component.

Bigram features have been previously shown to be efficient features for opinion mining tasks, especially when com-

bined with unigram features [47]. However, in this study, we hypothesise that replacing unigrams by lexicon terms can

improve the performance of the ML component. The rationale behind this choice is that in contrast to non-sentiment

bearing general unigrams, lexicon terms are determinant factors for the overall sentiment of a review.

By extracting bigrams and lexicon-based features, the size of feature space is still too large for a typical ML algorithm.

This large feature space not only makes the training phase of the proposed hybrid method slow but also reduces the over-

all accuracy of the system [15,48]. In order to overcome these difficulties, a feature-selection step is necessary [48–50].

In the feature-selection module, the following steps are used as follows:

• Frequency filter: in this step, features are filtered according to their frequency of occurrence. Specifically, those

features with frequency less than 10 are considered as rare features and hence are removed. The main goal of this

filter is reducing the size of the feature space, as well as increasing the precision of the proposed hybrid system.
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• Stop-word filter: stop words are those frequent words that do not contribute to any opinion. Therefore, inclusion

of such words in the feature space may decrease the overall performance of the system. Using a predefined list of

Persian stop words, we remove such words in module 9.

The final module is a necessary step for each ML method. In the proposed system, Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm is used as

the classifier component of the hybrid method [6]. This algorithm has been shown to outperform other ML algorithm for

opinion mining [13,44].

4. Experiments and results

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed HOMPer system, both polarity-detection and rating-prediction prob-

lems are considered. The polarity-detection problem is a binary classification problem, in which a positive or negative

label is assigned to each review. Rating prediction, on the other hand, is a multi-class classification problem in which a

five-star rate is assigned to each review. The former is clearly an easier task, and solutions to it have higher accuracy in

comparison to those proposed for solving the latter.

In the experiments, a large manually labelled data set containing about 16,000 customer comments from Digikala.com

(http://www.digikala.com) [51], collected since July 2016 to February 2017, is used [1]. This data set contains different

types of customer reviews from cell-phones to computer peripheral.

4.1. Evaluation criteria

Different metrics are used in opinion mining studies from which the following criteria are of more interest [2,15,44,52];

Precision (π), recall (ρ), F-measure, accuracy and MAE. The following equations show the relationship between these

measures

π ¼ TP

TP + FP
ð1Þ

ρ ¼ TP
TP + FN

ð2Þ

F�measure ¼ 2×π× ρ

π+ ρ
ð3Þ

Accuracy ¼ TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
ð4Þ

MAE ¼

Pn

i¼1

pi � rij j

n
ð5Þ

where TP, TN, FP and FN are true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative, respectively [44]. These mea-

sures, for the polarity-detection problem, are obtained according to Table 3. For the rating-prediction problem, each mea-

sure is calculated separately for each class and then their average is used in equations (1)–(5). For MAE, n is the number

of test comments, and pi and ri are predicted and real rate of the ith test comment, respectively.

Table 3. The contingency table for computing TP, TN, FN and FP values for polarity detection.

Label in the data set

Classifier’s decision Yes No
Yes TP FP
No FN TN

TP: true positive; TN: true negative; FP: false positive: FN: false negative.
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4.2. Lexicon-based component results

In order to show the differences between three lexicons described in ‘Lexicon-based component’, we compare their per-

formance on the aforementioned data set in Tables 4 and 5.

As can be seen in Tables 4 and 5, the overall performance of all lexicons for polarity detection is higher than their

performance on rating-prediction problem. This is expected, since binary classification of opinions is a simpler task than

multi-class prediction. Previous studies on opinion mining have also shown that [2,44].

Another point in Table 4 is that SentiStrength has a slightly better performance with respect to all performance mea-

sures and for both tasks. However, this does not imply that other lexicons are not useful because there may be some opi-

nionated words in one lexicon while the other does not contain that word or the label assigned to a common word in one

lexicon may be not as accurate as that of another lexicon. In order to show this, the performance of three lexicons are

compared with the performance of their combination (module 5 of Figure 1) in Figure 3.

Table 4. Comparison of different lexicons for polarity-detection problem.

Lexicon Recall Precision F-Measure Accuracy MAE

SentiStrength 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.76 0.24
CNRC 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.75 0.25
Adjective 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.77 0.23

MAE: mean absolute error; CNRC: national Research Council Canada.

Note: NRC is the National Council Canada and CNRC is a data set (the corrected version of NRC).

Table 5. Comparison of different lexicons for rating-prediction problem.

Lexicon Recall Precision F-Measure Accuracy MAE

SentiStrength 0.27 0.32 0.29 0.37 0.93
CNRC 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.37 1.12
Adjective 0.27 0.29 0.28 0.36 1.03

MAE: mean absolute error; CNRC: national Research Council Canada.

Note: NRC is the National Council Canada and CNRC is a data set (the corrected version of NRC).

Figure 3. Comparison of performance of three different lexicons and their union (Pool) for rating-prediction problem (MAE is
normalised).
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As can be seen in Figure 3, with respect to all five measures, the Pooled lexicon outperforms all lexicons. In other

word, when the lexicons are aggregated, their performance is higher than that of their isolated one. This shows that there

is useful information in each of three lexicons that can be exploited when they are aggregated. In other words, the posi-

tive effect of using non-unique lexicon words and smoothing the rate of common words is higher than the negative effect

of ignoring unique words.

The final module of the lexicon-based component in the proposed system is used to filter sentences with indicative

mood. As mentioned earlier, this module is useful, since usually interrogative sentences are not reliable sources on which

we can base our decision, and filtering such sentences can improve the overall performance of the system. In order to

show the utility of using this module, we compare the performance of the lexicon-based component with and without

using this module in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, although the effect of using the question rule module is not very high, it is useful and with

respect to all measures filtering interrogative sentences improves the performance of the system.

Another problem which may affect the overall performance of the system is the indicator used for detecting the bound-

aries of sentences as described in ‘Lexicon-based component’. In order to show this, Figures 5 and 6 show the compari-

son of using punctuation instead of verbs as sentence boundary indicator for polarity-detection and rating-prediction

problems, respectively.

As could be seen in the figures, for polarity-detection problem, both verbs and punctuations have similar effects

though due to their higher accuracy, verbs are preferred to punctuations. For the rating-prediction problem, the use of

verbs as sentence boundary indicators is clearly a better choice with respect to all measures. This could be the result of

the fact that users usually ignore or incorrectly use punctuations in informal texts. Hence, verbs are better indicators for

opinion mining in informal text.

Figure 4. The effect of using question rule module on the overall performance of the lexicon-based component of the proposed
system for rating-prediction problem.

0.8

Figure 5. Comparison of using punctuation instead of verbs as sentence boundary indicator for polarity-detection problem in the
lexicon-based component of the proposed HOMPer system.
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4.3. Hybridization results

Lexicon-based methods are preferred to ML-based methods when training data are not available, and the difference in

performance of these approaches are negligible [2,44]. However, as shown in Tables 6 and 7, pure lexicon-based method

has a considerably lower performance in comparison to pure ML-based method.

The results for the ML method in Tables 6 and 7, was obtained using the NB classifier that has been previously

shown to be an appropriate choice for opinion mining tasks [2,19]. As can be seen in Tables 6 and 7, the ML method

clearly outperforms the lexicon-based method with respect to all performance measures. This higher performance is

obtained regardless of the feature type employed by the algorithm, although using bigram features leads to higher accu-

racy and lower MAE. These results emphasise the fact that ML methods outperforms lexicon-based methods when they

are trained on a relatively large data set.

In this study, we hypothesised that replacing unigrams by lexicon terms can improve the performance of the ML com-

ponent. In fact, in the proposed method, a feature-level combination of ML and lexicon-based methods is proposed. In

order to verify this hypothesis, the performance of the proposed hybrid method is compared with that of the ML method

using different features in Figure 7.

Table 6. Comparison of lexicon-based and machine learning (ML) methods on polarity-detection problem.

Lexicon Recall Precision F-measure Accuracy

Lexicon based 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.76
ML using unigram 0.57 0.66 0.61 0.82
ML using bigram 0.55 0.63 0.59 0.82

ML: machine learning.

The Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm is used in the ML classification module.

Table 7. Comparison of lexicon-based and machine learning (ML) methods on rating-prediction problem.

Lexicon Recall Precision F-measure Accuracy MAE

Lexicon based 0.27 0.32 0.29 0.37 0.93
ML using unigram 0.41 0.41 0.42 0.56 0.79
ML using bigram 0.37 0.42 0.39 0.60 0.68

ML: machine learning: MAE: mean absolute error.

The Naı̈ve Bayes algorithm is used in the ML classification module.

Figure 6. Comparison of using punctuation instead of verbs as sentence boundary indicator for rating-prediction problem in the
lexicon-based component of the proposed HOMPer system.
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As can be seen in Figure 7, pure lexicon-based method has the lowest performance, while the proposed hybrid method

obtains the highest performance. Moreover, unigram features have an acceptable performance compared with other types

of features. This is an important result from an implementation point of view because extracting these features is simple

and is not resource intensive.

As shown in Figure 7, the combination of unigram and bigram features leads to better performance than using them in

isolation. Another point in Figure 7 is that, as we hypothesised, lexicon features increase the overall performance when

they are combined with bigrams. In other words, lexicon features are more informative than unigrams.

4.4. The effect of feature-selection method

In order to show the utility of using feature-selection method, we compared two different settings. In the first setting, two

feature-reduction methods, namely frequency filter and stop-word filter, are used as described in ‘ML component’. In the

second setting, the well-known information gain (IG) strategy is used. The results of comparing these two settings on the

polarity-detection and rating-prediction problems are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

It should be noted that the total number of features in this study was originally 305,020, while after application of fre-

quency filter and stop-word filter, this number is reduced to 150,000 and 3000, respectively. On the other hand, using IG,

the total number of features is 15,251.

As could be seen in Figures 8 and 9, with respect to almost all measures, the IG method outperforms the two-step fil-

tering feature-selection method (F&S) described in section ‘ML component’. This could be due to the nature of the IG

that ‘measures the increase in information about the class gained by including the feature’ [53].

Figure 7. Comparison of the performance of the proposed hybrid method, HOMPer, (indicated with bigram + lexicon) with
lexicon-based and machine learning (using unigram and bigram features) methods on rating-prediction problem.

Figure 8. The effect of using feature-selection method on polarity-detection problem.
The original number of features was 305020 and using information gain (IG) and frequency and stop-word filters (F&S) it is reduced
to 15,251 and 3000, respectively.
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4.5. The effect of ML algorithm

Previous studies have shown that NB and SVM are state-of-the-art ML algorithms for opinion mining in several lan-

guages [11,23]. Figures 10 and 11 show the comparison between using NB and SMO implementation of SVM in the

proposed system. In these figures, the combination of bigrams and lexicon terms is used as features and frequency filter-

ing, and stop-word filtering are used as feature-selection method.

As could be seen in Figures 10 and 11, with respect to almost all measures in polarity-detection problem, the SMO

method outperforms the NB algorithm. However, in rating prediction, the NB method outperforms the SMO. This can

lead to the use of the SMO method for polarity detection and the NB method for rating prediction in the proposed

HOMPer system.

4.6. The effect of normalisation

In order to show the effect of the normalisation module described in ‘Solving language-related problems’, we compared

the amount of improvement obtained using this module for pure lexicon-based method (named as Pool), pure ML method

and the proposed HOMPer system (hybrid) in Figure 12.

As could be seen in Figure 12, the normalisation module has the highest impact on the lexicon-based system. This

could be justified by the fact that the most effective part of a lexicon-based method is its term-matching module, and the

normalisation module improves the matching ability of this module. The low impact of the normalisation module on the

ML-based systems, however, could be justified using the fact that supervised learning methods learn the important terms

Figure 9. The effect of using feature-selection method on rating-prediction problem.
The original number of features was 305020 and using information gain (IG) and frequency and stop-word filters (F&S) it is reduced
to 15,251 and 3000, respectively.

Figure 10. Comparison of using NB and SMO in the proposed system for polarity detection, where the combination of bigrams
and lexicon terms is used as features and frequency filtering and stop-word filtering are used as feature-selection method.
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in the training phase regardless of the way in which the words are written, and hence the normalisation module could

not help these methods very much.

4.7. The effect of combination level

The combination method and the level at which the combination is applied is an important factor in the overall quality

of any opinion mining system [1,54]. In this study, the combination could be performed at feature or review level. The

feature-level combination was described in ‘ML component’ and ‘Hybridization results’. At this level, lexicon-based

terms are combined with n-gram features in a supervised process to train the classifier. At the review level, on the other

hand, the outputs of lexicon-based and ML-based methods are combined using an aggregation method [2,5,6]. In order

to show the impact of the combination level on the output of HOMPer, four settings are tested as follows:

• ML-based system, in which unigram features are used to train the NB classifier (denoted as NB in Figures 13 and

14).

• Feature-level combination as described in ‘ML component’ and ‘Hybridization results’ (denoted as FL-NB and

FL-SMO in Figures 13 and 14).

• Both feature-level and review-level combinations (denoted as FLRL-DS and FLRL-CR Figures 13 and 14): in

this combination, the results of feature-level combinations (i.e. FL-NB and FL-SMO) are combined using the

Dempster–Shafer (DS) [55] combination rule as described in Subrahmanian and Reforgiato [46] and cross-ratio

(CR) uninorm [56] as described by Basiri and Kabiri [54]. These methods are powerful combination methods

recently used for opinion mining [57,58].

Figure 11. Comparison of using NB and SMO in the proposed system for rating prediction, where the combination of bigrams
and lexicon terms is used as features and frequency filtering and stop-word filtering are used as feature-selection method.

Figure 12. Comparison of the amount of improvement obtained using the normalisation module for pure lexicon-based method
(Pool), pure machine learning method (ML) and the proposed HOMPer system (hybrid).
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• Only review-level combination (denoted as RL-DS and RL-CR Figures 13 and 14): in this setting, the results of

ML classification using NB and pure lexicon-based method are combined using the above-mentioned DS and CR

combination methods.

As could be seen in Figures 13 and 14, the performance of feature-level combinations (FL-NB and FL-SMO) and

two-level combinations (FLRL-DS and FLRL-CR) are higher than those of review-level combinations (RL-DS and RL-

CR). This shows the effectiveness of HOMPer system which exploits feature-level combination. Moreover, for rating

prediction, HOMPer is preferred to two-level combination systems (i.e. FLRL-DS and FLRL-CR), as it achieves a higher

F-measure and accuracy.

Figure 13. Comparison of different combination levels in polarity detection.
FL-NB and FL-SMO are feature-level combination as described in ‘ML component’ and ‘Hybridization results’, FLRL-DS and FLRL-
CR use both feature-level and review-level combinations using Dempster–Shafer (DS) and cross-ratio (CR) combination methods,
NB is a pure machine learning classification method, and RL-DS and RL-CR use only review-level combination.

Figure 14. Comparison of different combination levels in 5-star rating prediction.
FL-NB and FL-SMO are feature-level combination as described in ‘ML component’ and ‘Hybridization results’, FLRL-DS and FLRL-
CR use both feature-level and review-level combinations using Dempster–Shafer (DS) and cross-ratio (CR) combination methods,
NB is a pure machine learning classification method, and RL-DS and RL-CR use only review-level combination.
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5. Conclusion

In this article, we proposed a novel hybrid method utilising the benefits of both ML and lexicon-based approach for

Persian opinion mining. In the proposed method, three layers exist for addressing language-related problems, utilising

advantages of lexicon-based method and exploiting benefits of ML. Different language-specific problems such as differ-

ent forms of writing, informal writing, spelling correction and normalisation are addressed in the language-related layer.

Moreover, lexicon pooling is used to utilise three available lexicons in the lexicon-based layer. Finally, a feature-level

combination of ML and lexicon-based method is used in the proposed system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first study to examine both ML and lexicon-based method for Persian opinion mining at different combination levels.

Most importantly, the experimental results on a large real data set of Persian customer reviews show that the proposed

method is effective in polarity-detection and rating-prediction problems. For future work, we will use other types of

combination methods and different combination levels. Another direction may be improving the lexicon-based compo-

nent of the proposed system. In addition, exploiting nature-inspired feature-selection methods and investigating their

effect on the quality of the proposed system may be another line for future research.
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